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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Maine College of Art & Design Strategic Plan:  
Envisioning Our Future 2027

Since our founding in 1882, Maine College of Art & Design has emerged as a dynamic magnet for creativity in the 
heart of Portland’s Arts District. Despite the challenges the College has faced throughout the years, including 
the global pandemic that most recently disrupted higher education and life as we knew it, Maine College of Art 
& Design has prevailed because of the strategic thinking, leadership, and generosity of educators, alumni, artists, 
and community leaders who provided a foundation for us to build upon.

To guide Maine College of Art & Design’s growth and development through the next decade, many members 
of our community came together to explore how the College can best attract, educate, and support future 
generations of creative thinkers. We committed ourselves to envisioning a world enriched by artists and 
designers empowered to create. Our shared vision enabled us to develop a set of five strategic goals to guide us 
toward this future. We defined the core values that will serve as our guideposts, including academic excellence, 
agility, inclusivity, and collaboration. We drew inspiration from our unparalleled setting in Portland and 
the diversity of our creativity, as well as our relationship with our community, with our city, and our natural 
surroundings. Together, we agreed to take risks when necessary, follow through on our best ideas, and seize all 
opportunities to make our mark as one of the nation’s premier colleges of art and design.

Now, as the post-pandemic path forward is becoming clearer, we are pleased to share Maine College of Art & Design 
Strategic Plan: Envisioning Our Future 2027. Five overarching goals serve to anchor our priorities: advancing 
academic excellence; further developing a culture of social change, racial justice, and inclusion; broadening our 
reach online through distance learning; creating a living and learning center; and committing to a financial 
plan that will sustain us in the coming decades. Together, these goals provide a focus to guide us in pursuit of our 
highest aspirations. 

As you join us in envisioning the Maine College of Art & Design of the future, we hope that you will be buoyed 
by the knowledge that the arts can and do provide us with the hope, imagination, and optimism we all require 
to live our lives with purpose, passion, and humanity. We are most thankful for our dedicated community 
of learners and supporters who collaborated with us to imagine the possibilities that are ahead. With the 
encouragement and the support of our community, our civic leaders, and all who are committed to promoting 
arts and culture, I have every confidence that we will exceed our highest expectations.

Excelsior,

Laura Freid
President



MAINE COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN: 

Educates artists and designers for life.
Emboldens a diverse group of creative thinkers to ask  
questions and to solve problems.
Activates students of all pursuits to make art, make an  
impact, and inspire change.



We envision a world enriched by artists and designers who are 
empowered to create with profound and practical impact.

AT MAINE COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN:

We are EXPERTS. Every day we hone our grasp of method, material, process, and 
technique, immersing ourselves in learning our craft with rigor from the ground up. 
We respect the educational process and how it informs both practice and creativity, 
and commit to sharing, cherishing and challenging the methods and concepts used 
by artists and makers before us.

We are AGILE. We adapt to the world around us and we experiment with verve. 
Now more than ever, ideas with elasticity are imperative to the dynamic artist.  
We educate to create sustainably, scalably, differently, in communities large and  
small. From this springboard, our potential to influence the world becomes possible.
 
We are INCLUSIVE. We are committed to all artists and designers—no matter 
who they are, where they come from, or what their goals are. We believe placing 
this value at the forefront of our work cultivates artists who are true agents of 
change and connects our community to the world in meaningful ways.
 
We are SUPPORTIVE. Through individualized education, thoughtful discourse 
with our faculty, integrated career preparation and professional services, 
and an ethos of celebration over competition, we enable a culture of shared 
accountability, visibility and collaborative success.
 
We are ANCHORED. As Portland’s creative heartbeat, we draw upon the ebbs 
and flows of our city and state for both influence and opportunity. To honor our 
relationship with our urban hub and natural surroundings, we as cultural workers 
strive to make our community’s goals ours, invite it to inspire everything we do, 
and return impact at every possible turn. 
 
We are TRANSFORMATIONAL. We draw from our unparalleled setting and the  
diversity of our creativity to grow through every pursuit—by taking risks, by following  
through, by willing bravery and by seizing every opportunity to make our mark. 
We embrace our evolution, propelled by the knowledge that creative growth 
through art, within ourselves and our culture, can ultimately provide fulfillment.



Strategic Goal 1   ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Strategic Goal 2  DEVELOP A CULTURE OF SOCIAL CHANGE,  
                            RACIAL JUSTICE, AND INCLUSION
Strategic Goal 3  BROADEN OUR REACH: ONLINE AND DISTANCE LEARNING
Strategic Goal 4  CREATE A LIVING AND LEARNING CENTER
Strategic Goal 5  SUSTAINABILITY

Enclosed is a high level summary of Maine College of Art & Design’s Strategic Goals. 
Internal documents further detail how Maine College of Art & Design will take bold but 
measured steps to achieve these Strategic Goals, including timeline, resources, metrics, 
and accountabilities implied for each goal. The full detail will be applied internally in 
execution via an implementation plan.

MAINE COLLEGE OF ART a DESIGN'S 
2020 - 2027
FIVE STRATEGIC GOALS



ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Maine College of Art & Design will cultivate the highest standards in teaching  
and learning in art, design, and media, and will be recognized for its students’  
cultural contributions. The College will be known as an educational leader 
in the programs it offers, creating and continually improving a relevant, 
culturally inclusive, and distinctive curriculum which enables students to 
reach their potential in an ever changing world.
Recognizing a rapidly evolving and increasingly challenging higher education landscape, the College will 
create additional programs and educational pathways to attract learners beyond its traditional region and 
age group: this includes professional, mid-career and continuing learners.

CURRICULA

Maine College of Art & Design graduates will have expertise in their chosen field, as well as a deep  
sense of curiosity and wonder that ensures they are lifelong learners. They will have the resilience, 
flexibility, and creativity to overcome unforeseen challenges and to confidently navigate a rapidly 
changing landscape in art, design and media. 

Maine College of Art & Design will maintain, reinforce and secure academic excellence across all current 
and future academic divisions. Our faculty will redefine and revise Maine College of Art & Design’s 
educational philosophy and values statements in alignment with the College’s new strategic plan. The 
College will make every effort to promote, leverage, and/or reinvent current programs, ensuring that  
they support the educational philosophy and value statements of the College. We will continue to codify 
and maintain authentic and systematic curricular assessment practices, giving both immediate and long-
term feedback and analysis regarding the curriculum’s effectiveness in achieving its goals and fostering 
student success.

Faculty expertise will be aligned with program size and distribution. The value of Academic Studies will  
be reinforced through continued integration with studio curricula and faculty hiring. In response to 
challenging national enrollment trends in craft programs, a multi-year plan to support the re-envisioning 
of these programs will be created.

We will increase enrollment or grow to capacity in our current slate of graduate programs; this will include 
an assessment of discipline specific tracks. We will improve the educational pathway of current BFA 
students to the MAT program and determine the viability of a post-baccalaureate program for students 
not yet prepared for graduate-level study.

Continuing Studies will have a new and clearly defined mission and purpose and, if necessary, will be  
renamed for better alignment with its mission. The slate of offerings in Continuing Studies will be 
evaluated to ensure the program’s efforts strategically align with the College’s overall long-term goals.

FACULTY 

The College will prioritize faculty support for pedagogical excellence, scholarship, and outstanding 
service in recognition that faculty are central to the life of the College and the student experience. 

The College will maintain and create a faculty of excellence through faculty appointments, compensation, 
and hiring practices. The College will improve the overall experience of part-time faculty. A faculty hiring 



plan will be created which aligns faculty expertise with current student enrollment while also meeting the 
long-term diversity and equity goals as articulated in the strategic priority of Develop A Culture of Social 
Change, Racial Justice and Inclusion.

Professional development opportunities will be increased for faculty (with a focus on attending 
conferences and travel), clear fundraising goals will be set, and endowed funds for faculty professional 

development will be enlarged.

CO-CURRICULA

Maine College of Art & Design firmly believes co-curricular engagement is a vital part of the academic 
experience and the holistic development of our students. Co-curricular opportunities will be available 
for all students at Maine College of Art & Design in order to nurture their leadership, create community, 
support and encourage inclusivity, establish tradition, and ensure that all students feel a part of the College. 
In this we are guided by the following core principles: supporting and reinforcing our institutional values, 
high impact practices aimed at student retention, and continuing student engagement in all of Maine 
College of Art & Design’s academic programs.

The College will create a formalized residential curriculum, aligned with best practices in Student Life and  
informed by broader, well-defined college goals. We will expand our active engagement of students by  
developing and maintaining College-Sponsored Organizations that are aimed at supporting specific student  
populations. As part of Maine College of Art & Design’s Foundation curriculum revision, the College will 
create a comprehensive and integrated First-Year Experience program. Faculty and staff will participate 
in training and development opportunities that are key to understanding the student population and 
increasing engagement in the learning environment.

Additional time, resources and staffing will be allocated to increase student support services and the 
College will evaluate and assess the current counseling model at Maine College of Art & Design.

OUTCOMES 
•  A reinforced and secured academic excellence across all current academic divisions 
•  A new slate of academic programs of excellence based on market demand and opportunity
•  Promotion of faculty excellence and increased professional development opportunities
•  Increased student engagement and retention through a student culture that is deeply  
   engaged socially, institutionally, and civically
•  Ability to provide access to education during COVID-19 pandemic



DEVELOP A CULTURE OF SOCIAL CHANGE,  
RACIAL JUSTICE, AND INCLUSION

OUTCOMES 
•  A fully engaged community around issues of social change, racial justice, and inclusion
•  A physical space, new hire, and support services dedicated to the issues of diversity, race,  
   and equity for all constituents
•  Increased recruitment and retention of diverse Board, faculty, staff, and students
•  An inclusive curriculum, considering culturally responsive pedagogy, Black and Indigenous  
   studies, and more
•  Facilitated DEI training (anti-bias training, critical race theory, decolonizing curriculum)

DELIVER ON THIS COMMITMENT AT AN INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL

We will prioritize, create, and hire for the role of a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Officer, who will be 
imbued with an appropriate level of authority. 

The Diversity and Racial Equity Officer will conduct this work out of a new, central Office for Social 
Change, Racial Justice, and Inclusion. The Office for Social Change, Racial Justice, and Inclusion will 
serve as a location for students to come together in a welcoming and inclusive space that provides 
programming, training, and scholarly research.

Maine College of Art & Design will adapt to the world around us, while remaining agile, inclusive, and  
supportive, starting with revising the Diversity Compact with work toward Social Change, Racial Justice,  
and Inclusion. Executive leadership and the Board of Trustees will be champions of this work, advocating 
for the implementation of the collectively revised Diversity Compact across every area of the institution. 
The DEI Officer will use the Diversity Compact as the starting point to engage with each area in the College.  
Engagement with all constituents will build from Diversity Compact and grow to include ongoing programming,  
training and research, and shared readings to ensure this becomes an ongoing part of our College. 

TRANSFORM BOARD, FACULTY, AND STAFF POLICIES USING DESIGN THINKING, CRITICAL RACE 
THEORY, AND  BEST PRACTICES TOWARD SOCIAL CHANGE, RACIAL JUSTICE, AND INCLUSION  

The College will infuse Board, faculty, and staff organizational structure with Social Change, Racial Justice, 
and Inclusion policies and best practices. At the Board level, there will be priorities set in the Governance 
Committee’s mandate. On the faculty and staff side, the DEI Officer will consult with the Director of Human 
Resources to facilitate anti-bias training, inclusive leadership, active bystander training, and more. 

IMPLEMENT STUDENT SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, AND EVENTS THAT DRIVE SOCIAL 
CHANGE, RACIAL JUSTICE, AND INCLUSION 

Fundraising priorities will be developed to create fellowship opportunities made available for artists 
of color to teach across the institution. For academic programs, best practices will entail a review of 
learning objectives and assignments with a diversity and inclusion lens. Additional training will be 
available for faculty and staff who are interested in teaching Indigenous Studies, Critical Race Theory, 
and Culturally Responsive Teaching Practices.

Maine College of Art & Design’s commitment to Social Change, Racial Justice, 
and Inclusion will inform all aspects of the College. We believe placing these 
values at the forefront of our work cultivates artists who are true agents of 
change and connects our community to the world in meaningful ways. 



OUTCOMES 
•  A business plan and timeframe to fully realize online capacities and programming
•  Expanded capacity to educate new learners at undergraduate, graduate, and certificate levels 
•  Increased retention and ability to serve learners of all needs by offering a variety of modalities -
    high residency, low residency, hybrid, and fully online.  

The planning work to support this priority helped Maine College of Art & Design move quickly into online 
learning during the 2019-2020 COVID-19 pandemic. The College will establish specific metrics for our 
long-term goals regarding success, chart a thorough timeline, devise and implement a detailed business 
plan, identify the resources necessary, and establish communication plans for all stakeholders to share 
their results and encourage buy in.  

ESTABLISH SUCCESS MEASURES IN ONLINE AND DISTANCE LEARNING

An early priority for Maine College of Art & Design’s efforts in this arena will be the establishment of 
specific success measures in online and distance learning. Success to the College will mean extending 
our reach in a multitude of ways, increasing profitability while adding academic value, and ensuring a 
standard of excellence as it pertains to post-secondary art education. Success will also be measured by 
Maine College of Art & Design’s ability to provide opportunities to improve learning, engage students of 
different needs, enhance research and instructional strategies for faculty, and support retention.

PLAN FOR TIMELINE AND RESOURCES NEEDED TO PROCEED WITH ONLINE/DISTANCE LEARNING 

Maine College of Art & Design will map out a timeline that includes the steps needed for research, 
development, implementation, and maintenance while also defining capital and other resources needed 
to proceed. As part of this work, we will also investigate pathways to establishing and achieving revenue 
targets through programming methodology, including stacked credentials, graduate programs, and non-
credit-bearing models. 

Maine College of Art & Design will develop a strategy to effectively enter the 
online and distance learning marketplace in order to expand our audience 
of learners and generate additional revenue streams. 

  
BROADEN OUR REACH:  
ONLINE AND DISTANCE LEARNING



  
CREATE A LIVING AND LEARNING CENTER

Te

ESTABLISH THE CONCEPT FOR A NEW LIVING & LEARNING FACILITY

Students’ residential and studio needs will be guiding priorities for the development of the new Living  
and Learning Center. The Center will house approximately 200 sophomores and upperclassmen. 

The design concept for the Living and Learning Center will reflect Maine College of Art & Design’s 
values, our industrial aesthetic, and brand. Reflecting the values of the next generation of students  
coming to Maine College of Art & Design and our long term, cost effective intentions, the development  
of the Center will incorporate environmentally sustainable design. There will be as much flexibility as  
possible in the building design to accommodate gatherings of any size and to invite community building.

The location of the Center will enhance Maine College of Art & Design’s identity and visibility within 
Portland and cement its presence as the creative heartbeat of the city. The Center will be located in  
proximity to Maine College of Art & Design’s current buildings, expanding the footprint of the College’s  
urban campus. 

ENVISION GRADUATE, FACULTY, AND STAFF LIVING OPTIONS

The development of a new Center will satisfy a critical need to increase Maine College of Art & Design’s  
undergraduate bed capacity. In addition to developing the Center, securing housing for graduate 
students and new faculty and staff hires will be explored, including buildings Maine College of Art & 
Design currently leases.

PLAN FOR PROGRAMMING AND SPACE NEEDS IN EXISTING BUILDINGS

The addition of the new Center would create opportunities to reallocate existing space in the College’s main 
building for program areas experiencing growth. Priorities for the newly available existing space will be 
defined as a part of the curricula planning process to accommodate new academic programming and 
program expansion needs. 

PLAN FOR CENTER AND MASTER CAMPUS PLAN 

Following the development of the Center, the next steps in Maine College of Art & Design’s planning will  
be the assessment of the current campus user experience and the development of a master campus plan. 

OUTCOMES 
•  An expanded, permanent footprint in downtown Portland’s Arts District during a time of robust  
    development throughout the City
•  A building concept that meets Gen Z’s residential needs, represents Maine College of Art & Design’s  
   design and brand sensibilities, and incorporates best practices in environmental sustainability design
•  An enhanced ability to meet the needs of both current and future arts and design trends with  
   flexible meeting spaces
•  Further positions Maine College of Art & Design as Portland’s arts center and community gathering place

Maine College Art & Design will develop a new Living and Learning Center  
that reflects the College’s mission to provide students with the resources and 
support necessary to pursue their education successfully.  Building on Maine 
College of Art & Design’s historic role as the creative anchor of Portland, the  
new Center will expand Maine College of Art & Design’s footprint and identity  
within Portland and will provide a new hub for student activity and engagement.



An essential principle of our Strategic Plan is to ensure Maine College of Art &  
Design’s long-term financial sustainability. As informed by data and other qualitative  
metrics, we will identify a financial framework and a series of revenue-focused 
strategic priorities in support of sustainable results and Maine College of Art & 
Design’s overall fiscal plan.
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Maine College of Art & Design’s primary revenue driver is currently the undergraduate program. Introducing 
innovative academic programs, including online learning, will diversify revenue streams, strengthen our  
financial position, and minimize the risks associated with being heavily reliant on undergraduate tuition revenues. 

A methodology for program evaluation, based on mission, brand value, financial impact, enrollment, and retention 
impact, will be applied systematically. The performance of all degree and non-degree academic programs will be 
evaluated to inform decision making. 

The College will develop programs and workshops to meet the needs of professionals seeking to expand their skills  
and qualifications. The specific content areas of the programs and workshops will reflect Maine College of Art & 
Design’s mission, vision, values, and our commitment to offering distinctive programming in the visual arts and design.  
Maine College of Art & Design will seek to establish partnerships with arts organizations, businesses and educational  
institutions to provide relevant educational experiences within its degree, professional, and non-degree programs. 

BUSINESS PLAN 

The culmination of the program evaluation work will result in a profitability model and a multi-year business 
plan that reflects the Strategic Plan’s priorities, including new academic initiatives, capital developments, and 
operational support. Progress on the Strategic Plan will be benchmarked annually with metrics as determined by 
the business plan. The business plan will also reserve the appropriate level of capital necessary to reduce risk and 
allow for operational flexibility. 

ENROLLMENT 

Maine College of Art & Design’s financial sustainability also depends on establishing and achieving optimal 
enrollment for its degree and non-degree programs. A baseline forecast and a realistic three-year rolling average 
for each program will be developed. In order to achieve the enrollment goals, the Strategic Plan will include the 
design and implementation of strategies that increase retention and graduation rates. 

PHYSICAL PLANT 

In addition to new programming, Maine College of Art & Design’s physical plant will be developed to best support 
its students as well as its current and future academic programs. This will include a three to five year capital 
investment plan. A facilities utilization plan will be undertaken to inform the development of a master campus plan. 
This plan will enhance Maine College of Art & Design’s position as an arts destination within the city of Portland and 
the region. 

PHILANTHROPY 

Maine College of Art & Design’s financial health requires achieving a high level of philanthropy in all areas. We will 
conduct a needs analysis and then a case for institutional support that draws on Maine College of Art & Design’s fiscal  
needs and strategic priorities. Using the case for support, best practices will be implemented to support optimal annual  
and capital fundraising. The potential for a comprehensive capital campaign will be evaluated, including a feasibility study. 

OUTCOMES 
•  Revenue diversification and decreased dependency on undergraduate tuition 
•  A financial framework to support strategic priorities and operating needs 
•  Optimized facilities and long-term capital investment planning 
•  Alignment regarding any future comprehensive capital campaign 

  
SUSTAINABILITY
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